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Foreword 
The "optimization under uncertainty" project within IIASA has the goal t o  study structure and 
solution techniques of stochastic programs. The present paper studies the asymptotic behaviour 
of solutions of "empirical stochastic programs" that are programs where the unknown expecta- 
tion functional is replaced by a Monte Carlo estimate. The notion of asymptotic dominance is 
introduced and its usefulness is indicated. 
Asymptotic dominance and confidence for solutions 
of stochastic programs 
G.Ch. Pflug 
Institute of Statistics and Computer Science of 
University of Vienna and IIASA, Laxenburg, Austria 
Abstract 
For closed-set valued random processes we introduce a stochastic order relation (dom- 
inance) and show that the argrnins of a sequence of random processes, which are epi- 
convergent in distribution satisfy this order relation in an asymptotic sense. The result 
may be used for the construction of confidence regions for the argmin. 
1 Introduction. 
Consider the stochastic program 
F ( x )  = J H(x, w) dp(w) = min! 
X E S G R r n  
where H(x,  w) is a random lower semicontinuous function, i.e. a real function defined on 
S x R, where S is a closed subset of Rm and (0, A, p) is a probability space. H satisfies 
(i) x, w H H (x, w) is jointly measurable 
(ii) x H H(x, w) is lower semicontinuous for every w E R 
(iii) J IH(x, w ) \  dp(w) < rn for every x E S. 
(see Rockefellar (1976), Castaing and Valadier (1977)). By introducing the characteristic 
function of a set S 
0 X E S  
d s  = { 
00 x $ S  
we may equivalently write 
(P) 1 1  Z(x) := 1 H(x,w) dp(w) + ds(x) = min! 
In cases where the expectation function x I+ J H(x, w) dp(w) is not known in its analytic 
form, a widely used technique approximates ('P) by using a sample of i.i.d 
random variables with distribution p. The approximative (random) problem is 
1 " (R) 1 )  Zn (I) := - C H(x , (i) + ~ s ( x )  = min! 
i=l 
By the law of large numbers Zn(x) t Z(x) as n t oo for all x. 
Motivated by this example, we study the following problem in this paper: 
Main problem. If a stochastic process Zn converges to a limit 
in an appropriate sense, what can be said about 
argmin Zn(.) in relation to argmin Z(-)? 
The main problem arises in many variations: Not only in stochastic optimization but 
also in the asymptotic theory of statistical estimates, which are defined as minimizers 
or maximizers of a criterion function such as the least sqares estimate, the maximum 
likelihood estimate, the M-estimate, the Bayes estimate the minimum distance and the 
R-estimate. 
As the "appropriate sense" mentioned in the statement of the Main Problem, we consider 
in this paper the notion of epi-convergence in distribution. For a thorough treatment of 
this kind of convergence for stochastic processes see Salinetti and Wets (1986). We repeat 
here only some basic facts, the proofs can be found in there. 
A sequence of lower semicontinuous functions (f,) : lRm -+ lR1 U {oo) epi-converges to a 
1.s.c. function f ,  if the following properties hold: 
(i) for all sequences xn + x, 
lim inf fn(xn) 2 f (x); 
n 
(ii) there is a sequence yn t x such that 
The following properties are equivalent to (i) resp. (ii): 
(i') for all closed rectangles I in lRm 
lim inf inf fn(x) > inf f (x) 
X E Z  X E I  
(ii') for all open rectangles I0 in lRm 
lim sup inf fn(x) 5 inf f (x). 
n % € I 0  xEI0  
The epigraph of a function f is 
epi f is closed if and only if f is 1.s.c. 
The family C' of all closed sets in R' (including the empty set 0) can be metrizised by 
the following metric: 
where (x;) is a countable dense set in R' and d(x, C) = inf{llx - yll : y E C). d(x, 0) is 
defined as m and = 0. The topology induced by this metric is called the Painlevk- 
Kuratowski topology. (C', 6) is a compact metric space. For a sequence (C,) of closed 
sets define the limes superior (1s) and the limes inferior (li) as 
It is known that 6(Cn, C) -+ 0 iff C = 1s (C,) = li (C,). Moreover, fn epi-converges to 
f iff 6( epi fn ,  epi f )  -+ 0. 
If Z is a m-dimensiona1l.s.c. random process, then epi Z induces a probability measure on 
the Borel sets of the compact metric space (Cm+l, 6). A sequence of random 1.s.c. processes 
epi -v (2,) epi-converges in distribution to Z (in symbol: Zn + Z), if the probability 
distributions induced by epi Z on (Cm+', 6) weakly converge to that induced by epi Z. 
For an arbitrary set A E R' introduce the "missing family" MA and the "hitting family" 
'FCA : 
M A = { c E C ' : C ~ A = ~ )  
( " denotes the complement). A basis of the PainlevC-Kuratowksi topology is given by 
the families 
MKn 'Hc ,  n . . .n 'F lck  
where Ir' is compact, GI, . . . Gk are open and k is arbitrary. 
1.1 Definition. Let P and Q be Borel measures on (C', 6). We say that P dominates 
Q,  if 
P ( M K ,  U . . . U MKk) L Q(MK, U . . . U M K ~ )  
for all k and arbitrary compact sets K1, . . . , Kk. 
1.2 Definition. Let P, (Pn)nEN be Borel probability measures on (C', 6). We say that 
P asymptotically dominates (P,), if 
for all k and arbitrary compact sets K1, . . . ,I(k. 
The reader may easily verify that P asymptotically dominates (Pn) iff P dominates all 
cluster points of (P,). 
Now, we are ready to state the main theorem. 
1.3 Theorem. Let Z,(x, w) be a stochastic process in lR"' which is epi-convergent in 
distribution to Z(x,w). Let P resp. P, be the distribution induced on (Cm, 6) by argrnin 
Z resp. argmin 2,. Then P asymptotically dominates (P,). 
The proof is contained in section 3. 
As an application of this theorem we may determine confidence sets for the argmin as is 
stated in the following theorem. 
1.4 Theorem. Suppose that the assumptions of the theorem 1.3 are fulfilled. Assume 
further that there is a compact set K  such that 
lim inf P( argmin 2, I() 2 1 - a/2 
n 
and an open D with P( argmin Z c D) 2 1 - 012. Then D is an asymptotic confidence 
set for argmin Z, in the sense that 
lim inf P( argmin Z, C D) 2 1 - a. 
n 
The proof is also contained in section 3. 
2 Weak convergence in c'. 
Let V be a collection of compact sets in lR' such that 
(a) V is closed under finite union and intersection 
(b) each compact set K  is representable as the intersection of a decreasing sequence in 
V,  i.e. 
00 
IC = (-) K; + ; 1;, E V 
i=l 
( in symbol K 1 K )  
(c) each open set G is representable as the union of an increasing sequence in V,  i.e. 
( in symbol K f G) 
Typical examples for V are the family of compact rectangles or the family of compact 
rectangles with rational endpoints. 
2.1 Lemma. The Bore1 a-algebra on (C', 6) is generated by the sets 
{ M v  : V E V). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that each basic open set 
is contained in the u-algebra generated by {Mv : V E V). Let V,") E V such that 
1 K and v,") E V such that t Gj; 1 5 j 5 k. We claim that MK = Uzl Mv:o). 
Obviously MK 3 UEl MVjo). Suppose that C E MK\ UEl Mv:o). Then C n K = 0, 
but C n V/'' # 0. Let xi E C n q"). The sequence (xi) has a cluster point x*, which is 
in nEl V/'), a contradiction. 
Since v'j) Gj, Ed,) 1 'HGj for 1 5 j 5 k . Consequently, by Hvj,) = M;!,), 
I 
2.2 Lemma. Let P be a probability measure on (C1,6). Then P is determined by its 
values on M v ;  V E V, i.e. by 
{ P ( M v )  : V E V). 
Proof. Let Sv be the family 
SV = {Mvo n M", n . . . n M', : V,, V,, . . . vk E V). 
Sv is a semi-ring: It is closed under intersection, since 
and the complement of each set from Sv is representable as a finite union of sets from Sv. 
P is uniquely determined on Sv by 
P(Mv0 n M",,) = P(Mv0)  - P(Mvouvl) 
and - by induction - 
Consequently, P is uniquely determined on the generated algebra (which consists of finite 
unions of sets from Sv)  and hence also on the generated a-algebra. 
2.3 Theorem. A sequence of Bore1 probability measures (P,) on (C' ,  6 )  weakly converges 
to a limit P, if and only if for all V E V 
P ( M v )  5 lim inf Pn ( M v )  5 lim sup Pn(M vo) 5 P(Mvo),  
n n 
(1) 
where V 0  is the open interior of V .  
Proof. Suppose that Pn + P weakly. It is not difficult to show that the closure of M v  
is Mvo.  Thus M v  is open and Mvo is closed and (??) follows from the well kno~vn 
Portmanteau theorem ( [ 2 ] ) .  
Suppose conversely that the condition (??) is fulfilled. If V = u!, [a:), pli)] x x 
[a)'), p/')] then V L  is defined as 
k 
( i )  - 6 )  p y  + €1 V' = U [a?) - r ,  pii) + r]  x x [a, 
i=l 
for 6 near 0. The function r I+ P ( M V c )  is monotonically decreasing and right-continuous. 
There are only denumerably many jumps and the set of all r ,  for which 
P(Mve) = lim P(MvV) 
tltc 
is dense. Let V ,  be the family of subsets of V which are P-continuous, i.e. for which 
P ( M V )  = lim P(MVc) .  
cto 
V ,  has the same properties (a) - (c) as V and the assertion of Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 are 
valid also for V,. 
Suppose that A is an open set in (C',  6 ) .  We know that A is of the form 
for compact Ki and open G?). Since every set M x i  n M;,, n . . . n M&ki, may be 
approximated from below by sets from Sv and even by sets from Sv, we may write 
where I$(') E V,. Let r be arbitrary small and J such large that 
Since, by assumption (cf. Lemma 2.2), 
P n ( M v )  + P ( M v )  for all V E V ,  
ans V ,  is closed w.r.t. intersection, we have 
and therefore 
J 
liminf n Pn(A) 2 lim n Pn(U MVro) n Mc(l) n . . . n Mc (,)) = P(A)  - r .  
j=1 3 "j vj 
Since r was arbitrary, lim inf, Pn(A) 2 P(A) which is equivalent to Pn + P weakly. 
2.4 Corollary. Let Zn(x, .) be a 1.s.c. process. Then Zn epi-converges in distribution 
epi -v (2, + Z)  if and only if for all k, all collections of closed rectangles R1, . . . , Rk and 
all reals al, . . . , a k  
inf Z(x, .) > al, - , inf Z(x, -) > a k )  
X E R k  
5 lim inf P (  inf Z,(x, -) > al, . - . , inf Zn(x, -) > ak) 
n xERi xERk 
5 P( inf Z(x, .) 2 al, . . - , inf Z(x, -) > ak) .  
xERY =ERE 
Proof. The corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3, since 
{ inf Z(x,.) > al,. . .  ,
xERi 
3 Proofs of the main theorems 
epi -v 3.1 Proof of Theorem 1.3. Suppose that Z,(-, a )  + Z(., a ) .  By the well-known 
Skorohod-Dudley-Wichura theorem one may construct a probability space (R', A', PI) 
and random 1.s.c. functions ZA resp. Z1 on R1 such that 
(i) Zn and Z; resp. Z and Z' coincide in distribution, 
(ii) 6 ( e p i Z ; , e p i Z 1 ) + 0  PI-a.s .  
Let An = argmin Zn, A: = argmin ZL, A = argmin Z, A' = argmin 2'. Clearly A, 
and A;, resp. A and A' coincide in distribution. By (ii) 
1s A: c A' P' - a s .  
epi 
since fn  --, f implies that 1s argmin fn C_ argmin f .  Let K be a compact set and 
suppose that A1(w) n K = 0. Then A;(w) n K # 0 only for finitely many n. Otherwise 
this would be a contradiction to 1s A',(w) A1(w). Consequently 
where 1 denotes the indicator function. Let K1, . . . , Kk be a collection of compact sets. 
By Fatou's Lemma 
P ( A  E M K ~  U . . . U M K k )  = P1(A' E MKl U . . . U M K k )  
= E p ~ ( m a x  I { A ~ E M ~ ~ } )  < E p ~ ( m a x  lim n inf I{AkE~Ki})  
< Ep(lim.inf t max t < liminf Epl (max t I{AIEMKi}) 
= liminfP1(A; n E MKl U . . . U  MK,) 
= liminfP(An E MKl U . . .  U M K k ) .  
n 
3.2 Proof of Theorem 1.4. 
We continue with the notation of the previous proof. Since D C I( it follows that 
Therefore, by Theorem 1.3, 
lim inf P (  argmin Zn D) = lim inf P(An E M D ~ )  
n n 
2 liminf[P(An E M K n D c )  - P(An E M k c ) ]  
n 
2 lim inf P(An E MKnDc) + lim inf P(A, E M K ~ )  - 1 
n n 
2 P(A E MKnDc) + lim inf P (  argmin Zn C_ I()  - 1 
n 
2 P(A E M D ~ )  + a/2 
= 1 - P( argmin Z 2 D) + a12 = 1 - a. 
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